PATTERNS AND TRENDS iN HISTORV

Yard. Doç. Dr. Şahin UCAR*

«Bismillah. Summun, bukmun, umyun; fehum la yerciun.»
Koran, il: 181
«Esrarı

ezelra ne tu dani vu ne men
in harfi muammara ne tu hani vu ne men
Hest der pesi perde, guft u guyi men u tu
Cun perde berufted ne tu mani vu ne men.»
Hasan Harakani2
«Since we can not change the reality, Jet us
change the eyes which see it.»
A Byzantine Mystic.
The Subiect of History :

,,

«History is the teacher of life»,3 ancient Romans said, yet what ·is
hjstory in fact? That's the essential question. in my opinion, history must
be useful in a way that from which we have to learn how to live and how
to organize the world; otherwise it would be useless; and as The Prophet
· says: «O God, ı take refuge to you from useless l<nowledge!» 4 Why, if
history is conceived as the record of events which happened in post ages,
it fits tor nothing! What about the present - time in which we are living?
And 'Ouo vadis Domino?' : Where do you go our Lord? Wherefrom we
.have corne, and how it has ıbecome possiıble that we live ·in a dangerous.
world again? And is it stili possible that we have a future yet? What is
becoming? What will come out of it? Then, what is history? W. Durant
Selçuk Üniversitesi Fen - Edebiyat Fakültesi Tarih Bölümü Öğretim Üyesl
(1) They are deaf, and dumb, and blind; so they shall not return.
(2) The mystery of eternity is known neither by you nar me
This mysterious letter could have been read neither by you nor me
'Being' lies behind a curtain, we are making tittle-tattle, you and me
When the curtain is raised, neither you remain nor me.
(3) 'Historia est magistrae vitae'.
(4) 'Allahümme euzü bike min ilinin la yenfau'.
(*)

,,
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says: «most history is guessing, and the rest is pre·judice.» Let us r~peat
after the· fashion of Mr Durant: «to begin with, do we really know what
the post was, what actually happened, or is history 'a fable' not quite
agreed upon?» 5 Historians are obligated to answer, if possible, all of these
difficult questions ...
The subject of history is not a mere recording of past experience of
humanity, but ·an interpretation of the story of humanity. Without interpretation, it would be comparable with reading a book without understanding. As Carr has shown, it is impossible 'to record' without interpretation anyway (see What is History, E. H. Carr}. We can interprete history
as an art or as a science, bu th~ philos-ophy comes at first; as soon as
we encounter historical data, we are apt to it: Historical documents are
'deaf, and dumb, and blind'; it is tihe historians who use them - and speak
for them. lnterpretation of history, in turn, would give us a new worldview,
a 'new weltanschauung,' in .which we see the world in the light of
history-in-progress'; so that, the historian should reach a new understanding . - level for the situation of the world. He may gain an insight for
the situat:i'on of his own culture with reference to its particular condition
from which his relative worldview is also bred. B. Croce said: «History is
philosophy and the philosophy is history.» We could make use of historical investigation . for the synthesis of knowledge and create a new worldview. As the world changes rapidly and we are taken aback astounded,
we need this desperately at the present - time; since we need a new
orientation. ı think, the historian is better. armed than any scholar tor
this kind of philosophical investigation: and this will be my approach to
history.
1 suppose this special purpose is within reach of our present - time
level of knowledge ,if we may be permitted to regard history in a broader
manner; pushing the limits of }:listorical subject to a Iittle farther, we may
see the social sciences as 'geisteswissenschaften' (historical sciences}
and employ all the material -provided by them as a whole - tor the use
of history as auxiliary sources. There are differences of perspectives, yet
the subject of them is the same 'one reality'; and we may seek the
substance of it taking into account different point of views. Absolute
reality is not attainable by wqrds, reasoning, or meditation it may be
felt by intuition, yet as soon as it is articulated with words, it becomes
ıwrong because of the restricted capacity of language. Jf so, we only seek
a perspective for a general framework of things-in-order. Now then,
let me explain may perspective of history.

(5)

Will and Ariel Durant, '!,'he Lessons of History, New York, 1968, p. ıı
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«Nature is a mutable cloud which
is always and never the same.»
Essays: R. W. Emersen
A Perspective of 'History-in"Progress' :

believe tlıere are some patterns and trends in history. 1 Will try to
explain them as short as possible, but to justify my convictions, 1 have
to show conclusions of my epistemological presuppositions from which
1 have drawn my opinions; tor my idea of history depends on those
presuppositions.
1

't

,,

«Truth is a concept relative to particular cultural standpoints, and
hence no judgement, whether moral, mathematical, aesthetic, or phllosophical, can have 'eternal' validity.» 6 in addition to this cultural relativism,
1 could add that our truths are the 'fictıons' of our way of reasoning. As
Vaihinger has shown, they can be useful 'fictions', at their best, far
dealing with reality (See The Philosophy of «as it», Hans Vaihinger). There-are those deductive and inductive inferences of reasoning, but they are
useless tor historical method, because history itself is another mode of
thought. As it is comprehensively expressed by Spengler: «the essential
concepts of natura! sciences are the concepts of causal unif_o rmity and
measurability, and «the natura! world», the structure of which is stable,
presents the appropriate tield tor the application of these.» 7 Deduction
cind induction could be useful for the study of space, not tor time; as a
temporal science, history needs a different approach. Spengler is right
when he says: «the subject matter of history, on the other hand, comprehends the 'becoming' as contrasted with '•become'; alt is tlux, development, variety, particularity, life; to imagine that it can be interpreted
in terms of quantitative formulae or construed as a quasi - mechanical
system is consequently absurd.» 8 As a survey of developments in natura
and man, as a genesis in time, history is the third way of thought which
depends on intuition and imagination: it needs 'ver stehen' by 'einfühlüng'.
(6)
(7)

(8)

P. Gardiner, Theories of History, New York, 1959, p. 188
Ibid, p. 189
Ibid, p. 189
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We are accustomed to spatial reasoning, that is to say, deductive
and inductive inferences. As a matter of fact, deduction needs a synthetic - apriori which is acquired through inductive inferences; and induction, in turn, is acquired through an 'intuition' of duration, continuity of
nature, and causal relationships between things (that means, every kind
of knowledge and reasoning, in the last analysis, depends on intuition).
Wl1at İS the construction of scientific theory, İS 'to reason' pertaining to
space. it can be quanti~ative and .çoherent without any contradiction, ond
must _be interpreted in a substantial determinism. it is the contrary way
,with history. You can not measure the time, because it simply does not
exist in the scope of our senses; if you conceive it as a straight line, and
usa some standardized time intervals which resemble spatial reasoningit will certainly distort the· essence of historical facts. Nor contradictions
are so important in historical thought -as it is the case in logic - because
life is full of paradoxes, and because time means change, and the...historical facts are not stationary; unlike the static facts ot spatial sciences,
they are dynamical facts always and ever - changing in time, and becoming different - to - themselves facts. History is a mutable cloud which
is always and never the same!
There is no strict and materialistic determinism between historical
facts, but it seems they move purposively to a final goal. Our intuition
and the idea of time, give us not only the idea of determinism, but a
finality. it is due to the nature of the idea of time that, there in history,
we see seme teleological developments, even a fatalistic conception of
history of which we conceive from the progress of events. A more strict
necessity, in comparison with spatial relationships, appears with auto suggestion in this subject, because we already know the results of de·velopments in history. We have to accept this idea, as if it is a mere
truism. Anyhow, we could not avoid this aspect of history, however hard
may we try. in history, as Tolstoy stated once; «without necessity, we
arrive at absurdity.» Necessity and finality, that is, fate is ·built in the
nature of the subject, because a temporal science it is (see War and
Peace, Epilogue, Leo Tolstoy). Time and fate are almost synonims.
it is so, even while we unconsciously try to give it a spatial character;
that is when we spea·k of the history of an area: states, civilizations,

maps, ete. (treated such as, they are in geographical terms). The old
speculations of history have all made this mistake of confusing time
with space (even Spengler's morphological understanding of cultures is
restricted both in time and in geography). Yet certain -elements of ııa
cessity and finalism remain in them; even while it may be uncalled by the
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author İfl certain places, it will appear in the .subjec·t. This is why I accept
the burden, to show of finality, to speak of patterns and trends in history.
1 om not speaking of models, but patterns. _Human perception needs
·a design for apprehension; and the term 'pattern' is more suitable then
·'model' for history; 1 use it as a variable scheme, not a spatial, but o
temporal one, proceeding in the course of time. l'd rather usa the
'rhythm' tor its temporal implication, if the 'pattern' had not been much
l,lsed and get used to. P. Bagby says that, «in virtue of being the 'patterned' and repetitive element in history, 'culture' is history's irıtelligible
aspect.» 0 There are seme patterns that designate the individual behavior
of the members of those cultures; in a way, the pattern of culture is
.'built in the nature of personality' of the individuol member of culture .
.1 take , it tor granted thçıt it is the most important aspect of history, be,c_atJs~ it is not. 'unique' (Individiu_
um est ineffabile); therefore it makes
sense to choose it as 'the unit of historical study'. Why not civilizations
but cultures?

,.
...

it .is not only ıbecause the term civilization reminds me ofa restricted
geographical area which ~he civilization spreads on it, but also because,
-our perspective of history has been changed. Because of the global
problem$ of to~ay's world, we are forced to take a different approach to
history; and os it seems from this standpoint, the meaning of history has
also been changed.
Not only historical facts, but the meaning of history itself changes
in the course of time; and that is the problem of 'historicism' namely,
historical relativism. There is a historical relativism tor the term 'historicism'· also. 10 ı can not discuss the problem of 'historismus' here, in a
restricted place, but I will only state that I regard this term positively as
E~ Troelstch sees it. Historismus includes every kind of knowledge and
experience, in the light of o historical progress, and in contrast with
'naturalismus', it is not o mere generalization of inductive inferences. As
Mannheim also stated, 'Historismus' is a basic 'Weltanschauung' - as o
radical understanding of the world subject to change and pertaining to
time - to form a contrast to the understanding of 'eternal' and 'out of
t ime' quality of reasoning so particular to the theological worldvlew of
,,

(9)
..

(10)

A. J. -Toynbee, A Study of History.
-p, 272

Reconsideı·ations

v. XII, New York, 1961,

The attack on h1storicism, in «The Poverty of Historicism', by K. R. Popper, ıs about an ımagined-concept of 'historicism'; and his criticism of the
subject is so stated that it can be applicable to every kind of lmowledge.
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(F. : 11)

'middle: ages'.11 When you feel the need of a differerit interpretation for
the particular age in which you ha'ppened. to live, you have to take a
different approach to your subject with your intuition, and imagine to see
it froni this standpoint; then you gain a new perspective, then and only
then, ··everything seems to you in a. different light; new details are en_lighteneçl for you; and a new understanding - level is obtained - that's
illumination.

-_«.'The imagination,' said Coleridge once, 'sees alt things in one.' it
sees the endless flux of the unfathomed sea of facts and images- but it
sees -also controlling form. And when it acts on what it sees, through the
long patience of will, the flux itself is transformed and fixed in the clarity
of. a realized design.» 12 lf you have no vision, the chaos of elements remains- as a chaos. A vision is nothing more than a perspective; with
perspective, you see the things from your point of view, that is to say,
in-an order. · - .
There are many sıdes of facts; accordingly, there may be many
perspectives. in history, your perspective must not be a spatial one, so
to speak, but it should be an order· in time. Only from this standpoint that
one could see, there in time, exists a rainbow. As a matter of fact, there
is no material existence of any rainbow in nature, but you can take a
picture of it. in tact, it is a special relationship of light with the 'events
of 'raindrops' which are refracted and reflected in a particular time, and
with ybur point of view which enables you to se the spectrum of colours
gently diffusing to each other: it is the spectrum of a broad sunlight in a
.meaningful order which you can see as a rainbow, 'de facto'': With many
diversities of colours, yet seven colours from violent to red, even though
all of them make a 'one and white' sunlight when confused together: 1
~hink it is a good metaphor for history.
When you have this time - dimension as a viewpoint, you see the
unique events of history as parts of a meaningful order; therefore they
are explained. it is not separate 'cultures', but cultural periods or rat~er
'.cultur.ol conditions of historical periods' which I take as the 'colours of
the rainbow' which is seen from my standpoint. Civilizations, only, tal<e
place since ten thousand years, but cultures as old as humanity. 1 want
to take a 'holistic' point of view, so I prefer to study 'cultural pedods'
instead of civilizations. «Minute analythic question!ng,» J.- Dewey said
(11)
(12)

M. Mandelbaum, "Historicisın", The Encyclopedia of Philo.:;ophy, ed. by P. ·
E.1wards, New York, 196,./
J. L. Lowes, "lınagination Cı·eatl'ix", Reader and Writer, ed. by H. P.
Vincent and H. Hayford, Boston, 1954, p. 371
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once, «this evil, is usually at its height in such subjects as history and
literature, where not infrequently the material is so minutely subdivided
as to break up the unity of meaning belonging to a given portion of the
matter, to destroy perspective, and in effect to reduce the whole topic
to an accumulation of disconnected details all upon the same level.»13
So it is with culture and civilization terms. 1 will precisely define my usage
of terms later: let me say fırst what l mean by 'cultural periods': Once
upon a time, all men were gatherers, then they have become hunters,
then agriculturists, and then, nomad, industrialist, and post-industrialist
societies. it should be noted that these are 'cultural periods in time - dimension', not in space.
Time was a recurring cyclical process while humanity has been living
as gatherers, hunters, agriculturists or nomads (day and night, and month,
and year, ali were cyclical periods wher~from the idea of time was
·coming). From the beginning of industrialism to the age of Atomic Bomb,
time was a linear progress. Today, we have learned from Einstein that
the 'time' is relative to space! in spatial sciences, the idea of time is
disturbing and unnecessary; you may consider it as the fourth dimension
of space: there is space, and motion, and their relativistic situations-- and
the 'time' is unnecessary: What is, is only space!
But the contrary idea seems to me equally reassuring and good; in
macro - astronomical perspective, there İS only time; and the 'space'
is only its one dimension. A Ught - point emerges in the dark vacuum of
space; begin~ to move as an enlightened ~ point (a mere point in the vast
and dark vacuum); and dies in time; there is no more Jight, and nothing
remain_s at alll Aye, nothing remains forever ... it is a question of time -du-ration, not matter, that İS seen and cognizable from that perspective.
Stars are light - candles and eyes of angels who are moving in the vast
and darl< vacuum of universe and dying in time. Now then, we live in
time and I have come to a different ·idea of relativism. Time is not a
straight line anymore, but it is curved! Let us turn to our perspective:
there
gatherers livİng even to this doy, and hunters, agriculturists,
nomads, and so on. There is no past, present or future, but time here.
J_
bni Haldun says that post and tutun~ resembles each other as two drops
of water. Wçıth is 'post' tor us, is th~ 'future' tor some primitives; and
what is 'future' for us, is the 'present' cultural situation already tor some

are

,\

post - industrialist societies.
(13)

J ; Dewey, "Language and the Training of Thought'', Reader and Wrlter,
p . 297
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«in the beginning God gave to every
people a cup of clay, and from this
cup they drank their life.»
·A Proverb of the Digger lndians.

Patterns Of ·Cultures :
This is the largest subject one has to contemplate upon it, and ı am
aware of my own shortcomings; besides, 1 can not expose all of my
epistemological reasons of these conceptions because of the restricted
space I have allowed to myself in this article. For example, the concept
of culture has been discussed by many famous scholars, yet remains a
great deal to discuss about it. 1 know the danger of over simplification if
one ta·kes the subject with 'bird's eye view', neglecting the details by too
much schematizing, particularly for a subject as broad as history. But
1 am forced to define only nıy own understanding of concepts; consequently, 1 will only try to show the merits of this perspective of history;
and the readers of this article should consider their worth of illumination
if not elaborately and completely treated such as they ara. So I will try
to define the coı:ıcepts ·of cultures and civilizations, in a way, as short as
· possible.
.
«When I hear the word culture I reach for my gun», declared the
poet Heinz Johst... in anthropology, culture is that which men create tor ·-.
themselves and transmit to their successors by other than biological
means. Most theorists would probably say that language, tool - making
and the regulations of sex are the chief defining features of man in
contradistinction to other primates. 'Cultures' are particular lı istorical
realizations of the common human potential. Archeologists more often

define it as the material culture.» 1" Philip Bagby's definition is, 'regularit:es
ı ri·

the·· behavior,

internal and external, of the members of a society,
excluding those regularities which are clearly hereditary in their origin.'
(14)

"Culture", Harper's Dlctionary of Modern Thought, ed. by A. Bullock and
O. .Stallybrass, New !York, 1977
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According to A. L. Kroeber, culture is transmitted by"the inter-condition:ng
of 'zigots'; it is supra personal and anonymous; and it falls into patterns
or regularities. 51 T. S. Eliot says that culture is an 'in.carnatioı:ı' of the
religion (See Notes Toward the Definition of Culture). And yet I add another definition: it is the whole way of life, the Tao, represented by a
people.
Even though, there are different cultures created by different peoples,
yet there is a limitation to those differences also - as I already indicated - conditioned by the historical phase of the people whichsoever
they happened to live in. That is, in a broad perspective of historical
periods, we have to treat them as gatherers, hunters, nomads, and so on.
1 have to discuss it, very briefly, owing to the particular importance of
it to my speculation.

,1

.,

Ruth Benedict has emphasized the diversity of cultures and said
that, 'the dlversity of cultures can be endlessly documented, but nevertlıeless there are some patterns of cultures'; and borrowing her terminology from Spengler, she has interpreted three of them. According to
Mrs. Benedict, every human culture has a set of values that distinguishes
it from others. Accordingly, what is considered true, good or right in one
may not be so regarded in another. in her now classic 'Patterns of
Culture' (1934); R Benedict analyzed the basic structure and character
of .three primitive societies: The Zuni lndians of New Mexico - peaceful, ·
traditional, and cooperative; The Dobuans of New Guinea - hostile, treach
erous, and . paranoid; and the Kwakiutl ind·ians of British Columbia competitive and status seeking. She observed that the spesific traits of
each of this three primitive cultures were variously repeated among the
advanced cultures. She regarded ·these peoples as primitives, · but only
Kwakiutl lndians were hunters, · Zunis and Dobuans Wıere agriculturist
societies. According to my perspective, agriculturism represent a more
advanced arıd totally different cultural phase, so it is only natura! tor
them to have a distinctive cultural pattern. E. E. Hagen discussed the
matter in a broad manner; he soid that there· are traditional sooieties and
non - traditional societies; and according to him, .their cultural traits, as
buil~-in-the-personality of their members, are different from each other
(On the Theory of Social Change, E. E. Hagen). Sorokin identified three
super - cluster of cultural systems: ideational, religious, sensational
(See Social Philosophies in an Age of Crisis P. Sorokin). T'here are many
other theories of cultural systems, and of course, they have their own
po:nt of views, but nane of these theories could explain. why this is s<;>.
(15)

A. J. Toynbee, Reconsiderations, p. 272
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Because there is no ·historical · perspective here, wıde enough to explain ·
those facts comprehensively.
Now then, ı will turn to my perspective and try to explain the diversities of cultures and civilizations in the ·scope of it. Most of the history ·
of Mankind has passed while human beings were only gatherers. Even
today, we can observe a people, so-called Tasadays, as gatherers of
what nature has provided for them; and even ~hough, they were tauoht
to hunt anımals by their discoverer who was from a nearby living tribe,
Tasadays did not see a necessity to hunt and gave it up. There arises
the question: can we know that the fırst communities of Mankind . were
living like Tasadays?
R6bert Ardrey, in his «African Genesis» (published in 1967), had
cloimed that, 'even primates live as proprietary colonies' and defend
their · colonies with · fierceness and communal violence; that using
ıweaponry was hereditary in human beings; that Rousseau's idea of the
'Golden Age' was only a romantic fallacy, and so on. But Tasadays had
been discovered in 1971, in the Mindanao Forest of Philippines, and they
knew only sex regulations and language as cultural traits; they knew not
any kind of violence, nor any other disgraceful human trait whatever it
might be. They are the last of innocent people: and this is the 'first period
of the life of Humanity' which is going on to live side by side with us. As
tor the question of resemblence to the first period of history, my answer
is: it could be so and must be so, for hunting would reauire a more ·
developed cultural ability which the first communities of mankind wouıct·
have Jacked. Tasadays live in our time, yet they are in the first phase of
the history of men. ·« 'Nothing is more gentle than man in his primitive
state' wrote French philosopher. J. J . Rousseau two centuries ago. His
theory about the human condition seems borne out by these Tasadays,
vıiho must now depend on the protection of the 20 th - contury for their
very survival as a people.»16 it is sufficient for our reason to demonstrate
that such a life as theirs was, and is, possible. it was all but forgotten,
as a human condition left in the beginning of time; yet we have to accept
it as · a 'culture' because of their language and family life.
·we can observe as many hunting cultures as we like; we hava full
accounts about them thanks to the field works of anthropologists. Soma
of them have such elaborated cultures that when we compare their ·
culture with the so-called civilized people, we see some of their cultural
(16)

K. Mac Leish, "Stone Age Cavemen of Mindanao Forest", National. Geo- . .
raphic Magazine, 1972
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traits are better and wiser than civilized people's . .Margaret Mead compares Samoan education of sex with thdt of her culture, and finds it
better than Americans of 20 th -century (See Coming of Age in Samoa, M.
Mead). Mr. Turnbull examined the Pigmies of lturi Forest living amongst
them tor three years; and highly praised their human dignity in comparison with our Civilization of 20th - century (The Forest People, C. M.
Turnbull). There are those Northern and Southern lndians of America,
African tribes, Australian Aborigines, Arctic peoples of Asia and America:
and they have ali had their particular religions and cultures if we like to
e_mphasize the diversity; yet they have one over-all cultural pattern which
'hunting cultures'
there may be, unimportant for
1·name as
my purpose, differences yet: this is because, that second period of human
cöndition is so long, and 'durable', that it has arised in the dawn of
lıumanity and continiued 'to exist' until the so-called '20th - century'
(WhqJever the meaning of 20th - century might be, it is only an arbitrary
term). Of course there would be many other cultural phases- of
developments; and consequently, some little differences in so long a
historical · period (according to anthropologists, it is approximately
500.000 years now, from the time of first human being 'Peking man') and
in so · ıarge a world, as the old world wa·s, in which they could live even
without knowing the existence of each other. There is diversity in unity
and llnity in diversity.
.But if there is. too much diversity, as it is described by R. Benedict,
what could be said about it then? As I already mentioned, we should not
regard agriculturist peoples as primitives in the same level with hunters,
but what about the distinction between Dobuan and Zuni cultures which
both of them knew agriculture? C. M. Turnbull writes about a people
called «iks» who have the same cultural traits of Dobuans, even worse
tlıan Dobuans, so that, as bad as possible one can imagine. Mr. Turnbull
says: «.. . 1 judged them so harshly before ı understood what 'progress'
had done to them.» 17 it is a masterpiece indeed; and I have to restrain

,ı

myself from quoting too much of this shoöking book. What's the matter
with iks, is this: They were hunters of the Kidepo Valley of Uganda; and
the goverment forced them to change their way of life and to become
agriculturist in the name of 'progress'. To hunt the animals of Kidepo
Valley was forbidden, because the valley has become a 'national park'
then. The mountainous land in which iks have been living wos no good
for agriculture: it was a forced progress which resulted in starvation; and
iks have become the devil-people for the sake of progress: namely, .
07)

C. M. Turnbull, The ·Mountain People, New York, 1972, p. 128
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cultural shock... it was the same cultural shock, that Is, to be forced to
change their old 'way of life', which made Dobuans so wretched. Neither
the land had provided a fertile soil, nor the sea, a sufficient fishing facility
tor them; they were hungry most of the time starving to death lika iks.
We should not regard their struggle of life with starvatiori, as a different
'cultural pattern' in these extra-ordinary conditions; instead, we h~ve to
conceive this transitiory condition as a cultural-shock phase. When we
leave our traditiona!"way of life, we have to get ready tora 'culture-shock'
lesson, by definition.
A chief of Digger lndians and a converted - Christian, whose talk is
narrated ı,ereon: «One doy, without trat:1sition, Ramon broke in upon his
descriptions of grinding mesquite and preparing acorn soup. 'in the beginning', he said, 'God gave to every people o cup, a cup of clay, and from
this cup they drank their life.' 1 do not know whether the figure occurred
in some traditional ritual of his people that I never found, or whether his
own imagery. it is hard to imagine that he had heard it from the whites
he had lrnown at Banning; they ·were not given to discussing the ethos
of different peoples. At any rate, in the mind of this humble lndian the
figure of speech was clear and full of meaning. 'they all dipped in the
water,' he continiued, 'but their cups were different. Our cup is broken
now. it has passed away.' «This is a good way of describing a culture -··
shock: Our cup is broken now... »18 From now on, 1 will use this figure of
speech, «broken - cup», to describe the culture - shock.

(18) R. Benedict, Patterns of Culture, Boston, 1959, p. 21
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«You are not... Adam said and stopped.
He looked at the dra9._on again, but it
gave no sign tlıat it heard him... lil<e
the others, he said. He looked at the
mag.n ificient thing, and looked back . at
the beauty of the gazelle and leopard not
far from her. And he said again, yout are
not like the others.
-So you say.
-You have the word, Adam said! like
the God.
- ·And you also.
•
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Adam: D. Bolt

.. CiviHzation cmd . Alienation from
. . ...
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..

Nature;
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Alienation Trends :

ancient Rome, there was a God of" Gates, Janus, who was worsliipped · as the spirit of a"II beginnings and ends: e.g. when they decided
on war, they opened the doors of Janus Temple: ·And there was two faces
of Janus, loking in opposite directions. There is the same quality of being
two - s·ided for history: From the standpoint of our perspective, we can
not see the other face of it; we can only ·imagine what would be look like
the -other side. For instance, civilization has the same meaning, in comparison with culture; ·of to be cultivated and refined- but the other face
is different. Afi human societies have cultures of their own, but not every
sociefy has happened to be nourished in a civilizati<;>n . As o Janus-foced
sübject, c-ivilization -has been fostered and evolved in culture, and become
a superficial over-culture; and then, dominated and shadowed the original ·culture taking its- . place. Civilizations develepod particularly in city
life, ·and : because of class division, it was employed by leisure classes:
ar:ıd wi.th their .unnatural flavor · and superficies, it has tended to be more
and more alien and unnatural in relation to its nativ_e cuJt.u.re: That is.,_
culture had begotten another culture, byt With a genetic degeneration.

--~6.9. -- ---

it was then two cultures, living side by side for ·a short time, but thls
degenerated one, like o can cer tumor, .has begotten many other sub cultures tor every class of society: the old culture tor conservative 'low
c~asses' and superfluously refined ones tor luxurious 'high classes'; hence,
caused the death, or 'disintegration', of civilization in time. Now then 1
will try to explain what was the other face, or rather genetic defect, of
civilization.

Let me remind first, that even a gathering culture, with o great many
other hunting cyltures, is going on to live in this world, since the dawn
o_f history of humanity; tor those are natura! and healthy cultures without
any defect. On the other hand, the idea of 'unavoidable death of civilizations,' is generally and truely accepted by historians. it should be so,
because civilizations have a deadly defect in their genes; 1say it, already.
is in their genes because· of the very idea of being a civilization, by defin ition; it is what makes a civilization different from o culture. Civilizatlon
comes into existence on condition that there must be class division; and
therefore, social injustice. This superflous· second-rate culture, evolving
from a natural culture (in which its individual members, those 'deviant:
therefore-creative' personalities, must be in a neurotical 'searching
something' condition a little while ago), begins as an intervention to
nature's job tor its own ends; and creates an external second-nature for
its members to accept and live in a splitted-to-classes society. While
mankind lived in the world as a normal and true member of natura- human
societies had only had cultures. Civilizations have begun when, and only
when, a society had made it possible to change the balance of natura
with the use of domesticating animals or agriculture; therefore, making
the way tor class - division.
Jericho, the first city as far as known, was immediately establlshed
aher the revolution of agriculturism (ca.8350~7350 B. C.) with 40 km 2 city
wall. Arnold J. Toynbee says that, «interpreted literally, the worc;f 'civill- .
zation' ought to mean an attempt to attain a kind of culture found in the
citiesJ> 19 it is true that it begins with Jericho, but this meaning of civiliza~
tion is not so important tor me, nor I have the space to discuss all the
definitions which arbitrarily attributed to the term by scholars. As tor me,
what is the important aspect of civilization, is the ability to change the
balance of nature for its own ends. This is my description that a culture
becomes a civilization when it gains this ability. Cultures, also, profit by
the nature, but to change the 'balance of nature' is impossible for o natura! member of it. Today, five billion men live in this world {far too much
(19)

A.. J. Toynbee, Reconsiderations, p. 276
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ıhdeed,

considering the natural balance, for this ırttıe creeping beasts);
and it ·is due to the change of balance of nature- by the cherish of agriculture and domesticating animals- that men conquered the world, annihil.ating forests and every other creature which they came face to face.
But the nature's answer to this intervention is: <tVengeonce is mine, ond
I ·will repay!»

.ı

Toynbee did not aqcept the etymologic; 'urban - culture,' meaning
of civilization; and he said that, there were 'nomadic civilizations' as well,
·-vvithout cities; and at least one agriculturist society - Mayan Civilization had no city either. He proposes that, «perhaps it might be defineci as an
endeavour to create a state of society in which whole of the mankind
will be able to live together in harmony, as members of o single all-in·
clusive family» 20 : This is a proper 'desideratum', but not a fact! 1 leav,e
the matter to those academicians to discuss it without any insight. My
own d.efinition, that is, 'the a'bility to change the balance of nature for
utility', is compact, but large enough to include every other definition.
For instance, Toynbee accepts the nomadic culture as civilization, but
can not explain the reason convincingly. Agriculturist tamed cereals and
nomad domesticated animols. Before then, they had been dominated by
the balanc.e of nature; they ate what they foıJnd, that is, what the balance
of nature has provided tor them: if their numbers increase far too much,
the food would not be enough and they would begin to dte; and their
numbers would de.crease to a proper size: And then, when they compre·
h~ncled cınd dominated one feature of nature - so that, natura) balance
could not keep their over - population anymore, because they could
produce their food - they have become the Lords of the whole world .
.Thpt i~. nomqçls and agriculturists won the same victory ovar nature.
Hen.ce, the. 'city - life' could begin to emerge under the auspices of agr!culture. Yet, because of this very reason, man has alienated himself
fr.9111 ex~ernal nature by l1is ability to çhange and dominate it according
to his own ideas; and also, from his ow nature of 'being a natura) creature
and living a fre~ life' - .to become a slave of civilization and give up from
his freedom. From that doy until to this doy, 'alienation' has continiued
to increase in every phase of a development of civilizations ...
«'When we look at 'the metamorphosis of a pre-civilizational culture
in·to a civilization, there we see the discovery of new techniques, the
introdu.ction of the divısion of labour, the emergence of economic
inequality, the division of society into classes, the opposition between
this new phenomena and the structure of primitive tribe, and the emer(20)

Ibid., p. 279
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gence of state as a means of transcendlng this opposltion.» There would
be some classes who live without their. own Jabour, that is, «free from
the task of producing food and other economic activities - e.g. industry
and trade- consequently, they have to exploit the production of labouring
classes. These non economic specialists- professional ~oldiers, administrators, and perhaps, above all, priests - have certainly been city dwellers
in the cases of most of the civilizations known to us. But the Maya
priesthood, with its advanced astronomical knowledge and its complicated
calendarical technique, may have been an instance of a body of non economic specialists in a nan-urban social milieu. On this view, civilization would have originated in the emergence, not of the cities, but of
economic inequalitiy and the division of society into classes,» said
Toynbee.21 it should be noted that . all of these facts are definitions of
various forms of 'alienation'.
«lf this is the correct diagnosis,» according to Toynbee, «it is a tragic
one; tor it means that civllization will have originated in social injustice,
and that, as far as we know, it could not have come into existence in any
other way. Social injustice has been one of the two specific diseases of.
civilization since the earliest date to which our surviving records of it go
back. lts other disease lıas been war.» 22 To be sure, sir, it is the correct
diagnosis, and Toynbee's description of civilization is very well, but needs
a little elaboration. His focus of interest is civilization, and he sees that,
its basis is social injustice, economic inequality, and the division of
society into classes under the shelter of state; to those facts I will add
tlıat without some sur-plus food, it was impossible to come into existence
tor those evil facts of civilization: That means, when a culture acquired
t_lıe 'ability to change the balance of nature far utility', when people was
able to dominate and use the processes of nature tor their food, they
c~uld also acquire to have a sur~plus food which, in turn, enabled thenı
to make possible the evolvement of a civilization. How could else, the
'non - economic' classes of society would have ben able to live if peop!e
did not provide their food by giving them their's sur - plus?
Thus, when we turn to our perspectlve, and having seen that civilizations emerge evolving from cultures, and cause so~e forms of alienation; we should also note that this ever~increasing progress of alienation
and civilization go together and seems as it should be necessarily so.
Since one can not be ignorant of a fact after having been learned it.
From now on, 1 will speak in terms of alienation.
(21)
(22)
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in terms of alienation, the first matter which ı have to mention is
that allenation beglns with humanity, even before humanity, it begins
ıwith creation; and yet more than that; it means creation. Every l<ind of
creation, at the same time while creating something, also becomes an
alienation. it is the basic idea of Hegel's philosophy that whatever is, 'is
the absolute idea (God) and that absolute idea is neither a set of fixed
things nor a sum of static properties, but a dynamic Self, engaged in a
circular process of alienation and de-alienation. Nature is only a self alienated {self-estranged) form of absolute Mind. As it is seen, the con .
cept of alienation as used here, is a large Cosmogony. From the «Ta0>>
or Lao Tse to this doy, this concept of alienation was basic to every
mystical philosophy, even though the term is coined by Hegel. The concept ·of alienation was, also, elaborated philosophically first by Hegel,
but there were many proceeding forerunners to him. Yet it was only in
Marxian thought that the concept has taken its importance. After Hegel,
the concepts of 'ali·enation' and 'de-alienation' were elaborated by
Feuerbach and Marx; and I believe it was the most important aspect of
Marxian thought which was overlooked, not only by his followers, but by
Marx himself too. in his historical thought, the class struggle played the
role of essential conception rather than alienation . «Marx wrote about
alienation in his early writings, especially in his 'Economic and Phi(o..
sophic Manuscripts', written in 1844 and first published in 1932. in h'i s
later writings, the concepts of alienation and de·alienation were used
implicitly; and therefore, their importance is overlooked.» 23
I am, up to this point, interested with alienation of mon from hJs
society due to the economic inequality and class · division ·o t civilization.
There are various kinds of alienation: 'alienation of men from nature,
· from their fellow men, from the works of their hands and m:nds, and
from themselves. AII .of them in the last analysis, could be comprehended as the different aspects of a self - alienation process' (through labour
· and creation). in what sense it is possible for a self (either an ihdividual
or a society) to be alienated from itself? To be alienated from itself
means to by internally divided; split into at least two parts that have
become alien to each other. That's what happens when a civilization
evolves from a culture: to repeat my first indication with the same terms,
ıwhen it becomes a 'superflous over-culture'; a culture, begetted by a
natura! culture, but with a 'genetic degeneration'; and when this 'second·
rate culture' creates an 'external second-nature' for its members to ac(23)
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cept the limitation · ôf their freedom. That is, what we cali civilization is o
self-alierJated society; alienated first from its ncttive-culture and nature;
and then, splitted into classes with eceonomic inequality: whence, canıe
social injustice.
According to this perspective, civilization has created the social alienation of men from nature; and this situation, in turn, created the alienation of labour and division of society which means a self-alienated
society. Whence comes the self - alienation of man, his psychological
alienation which means an identity crisis through loss of the feeling of
belonging to a community: alienated from his society, yet remains the
struggle between his feeling of to be alien to his own society and his
moral obligation toward it.
Marx said that, «man alienates products of his spirituaJ activity in
the form of philosophy, common sense, art, morals, and so on; he alienates products of his economic activity in the form of commoditıes, money,
capital, ete; he alienates his social activity .in the form of state, law, and
social institutions: Through alienation of man from products of his own
activity, o seperate, independent (of his will and judgement alsa), and
powerful world of objects, come into existence toward which he is related
as a powerless and dependent slave.» 21 lbni Haldun had, also, noted
before him that the human - condition and human dignity of nomads are
better than city- dwellers (Passim Mukaddime, lbni Haldun}. ı will illustrate
the point by the use of an excerpt from Rousseau to whom ı owe ver'y
much for my perspective.
Rousseau said: «So long as man remained content with their rustic
huts, so long as they were satisfied with clothes made of the skins of
-animals and sewn them together with thorns and fish-bones, adorned
themselves only with feathers and shells, and . continued to paint their
bodies different colours, to improve and beautify their bows and arrows,
and to maka with sharp - edged stones fishing boats or clumsy musical
instruments; in a word, so long as they undertook only what a single
person could accomplish, confined themselves to such arts as did not
require the joint labour of several hands, they lived free, healthy, honest,
and happy lives, so long as their nature allowed, and as they continiued
to enjoy the pleasures of mutual and independent intercourse. But from
the moment one man began to stand in need of the help of another; from
the moment it appeared advantageous to any one man to have enoug~
provisions tor two, equality disappeared, property was introduced, work
(24)
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became indispensoble, and vost forests became .smiling fields, which
man had to water with the sweath of ~is brow, and where slavery and
misery were soon seen to germinate and grow up with the crops.» 25 Never
before civillzation, the rate of alienation could be so high in primitive
cultures, save for some extra " ordinary situations as it is the case with
Dobuans and iks. There was, of course, the creations (alienations) of
men yet, as customs and other cultural products, but the ratio of alienation was nothing qt ali in comparison with that of civilization.

,.

(25)

J. J. Rousseau, "A Discourse on the Ol'igin of Inequality",
Contract and Discourses. New York. 1968, p. 199
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The Social

«Homo sum, humanum nihil est
a me alienum puto»
Terence.
«Man is born free; and everywhere
he is in chains.»
Social contract: J . J. Rousseau

Alienation and Tradition :

We have spoken enough for the roots of alienation which is the most
dreadful evil as the cause of civilization and ali civilized evils. What can
be said about the advantageous aspects of civilization, arts, morals and
sciences? 1 will not take the trouble to speak o lot about them, but önly
quote from Rousseau again: «Necessity rised up thrones; the arts and
sciences made them strong ... So long as goverment and law provide tor
the security and well - being of men in their common life, the arts, literature, and the sciences, less despotic though perhaps more powerful,
fling garlands of flowers over the chains which weigh them down ... lf the
cultivation of the sciences is prejudicial to military qualities, it is stili
more so to moral qualities. Even from our infancy an absurd system of
education serves to adorn aur wit and corrupt our judgement. We see on
every side, huge institutions, where our youth are educateq at great
expense, and instructed in everything except their duty. Your children
1
will be ignorant of their own language, when they can talk others which
are not spoken anywhere. They will be able to compose verses wfıich
they can hardly understand; and, without being capable of distinguishing
truth from error, they will possess the art of making them unrecognizable
by speciouıı arguments. But magnanimity, equity, temperance, humanity,
and courage will be words of which they know not the meaning.» 26 We
need a better understanding for arts and sciences than our present-time
understanding which is only a 'conventional' wisdom(I}, so characteristic
o1 civilized traditions.
(26)

. ·.. .
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Philosophy of .history should report the intertıctions of . society and
mçın in their complexity rather than simplifying them as a science necessarily does. For this very reason, it must give us not only a panoramic
view, but also, microscopic details of the interactions between tradition
·and family life, and their effects on the particular personality types using
what has been provided by other social sciences. What ı anı trying to
.show here is the historical panorama which must provide the basis as a.
general framework fer microscopic details. Both of the views must be
used in turn. While we come nearer to microscopic details, we will see
many diversities, there are many of them, on the other hand, every
·branch of social sciences has its own perspective tor explaining those
details. But there remains the gap which should be bridged, and those
insights would be integrated; and I think, a historical perspective is a
sufficient basis tor it. Up to this point, 1 was trying to draw that historical
· panorama, but now, it is time to draw nearer to the details of the interactions of society, family, and individual: it means the relationships of
tradition, child-upbringing, and personality.

,

Psychologists tend to emphasize character traits of personality in
some broad-handed treatments, such as 'amoral', 'conformist', 'collec.tivist', 'conscientious - rule - seeking', and 'autonomous' characters. (e. g.
Psychology of Moral Behavior, D. Wright)· These are certainly broad
·generalizations, but there is a limit to every view anyway. Even though
every classification has seme limitations, we can see seme relationships
between the tradition of society and character traits which 'built - in personality' through upbringing of children, at first in family-life, then by
the use of education. Naturally, there are differences of constitutions
. varying from person to person which had been analized by such famous
writers as E. Kretschmer, W. H. Sheldon, C. G. Yung and so on. in lslamic
l_iterature also, there was o classification after the fashion of Galen:
·phlegmatic, choleric, sanguine, and · melancholic characters. We should
·not be bothered here, with ali of those differences of constitutions which
affects character, of those introvert, extrovert, asthenic, picnic, shyzoid
'ete., typologies since they are genetical factors. Psychoanalysis, alsa,
offers some insights starting from the conditions of family life in early
childhood. in short, every social scientist says something about it. What
seems to me important, is ~his: conditions and traditions of any given
society is formed by historical processes; and it is those conditions that
.determine the type of upbringing of children - according to a tradition _in their early family life and through education. To be sure, the.re remains .
the genetic differences varying from person to person; but even then,
the fate of personality is sealed by cultural conditions.
~
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like to illustrate the point that a '.devi"Cmt' personcility type
could be easily tolerated in primitive cultures- e. g. he could become a
shaman, and .in such a case, find a protected 'niche' in the community
if he has some psychological problems. Anlhropologists could give us
many oth~r examples of this kinci of tolerance. 1 will turn to this point of
..'tolerance to deviant characters' later.
For the present, 1 will make a reiteration on the problem of alienation
froin the viewpoint of personality. Character traits, as built-in- personality
of individuals, is the 'second-nature' imposed on them by the tradition
or s'ociety. A civilized man is a tamed-man, lil<e a domesticated animal,
he is,· forced to cease from using his freedom for the benefits and conformity of society; and he has become such a wretched and weak
creature, that without the advantages of 'reification' provided by civili·zation, he could no more depend on his own abilities 'to live alone without
. help'. 'Reification' - that is, the act of human properties, relations, and
·actions ' into properties and actions of things which are independent of
mcm and govern his life- İS indispensable for a civilized life. To be sure,
,such a degree of llmiting freedom, has the weight and power to act on
the spiri.t of individual; and to affect his personality.

in Russia and China today, 'collectivist caharacter' traits are tried
to be imposed on the personality _of individuals through education. in
tho_se countries, faınilies are not trusted to upbring their children according to their own ideas. Thus, 'conformİty' is the first and most approved
'.virtue of personality in every society; otherwise, the 'person in question'
\ivili be alienated from his society. That İS, every society is, by definition
and by necessity, forced to be a traditional society. From the beginn ;ng
·of agriculture to the dawn of industrialism, every civ:ilized society has
been a traditional society- and man in chains. After the revolution of
industrialism, so-called 'non-traditional' societies, namely Wester.n
_Soc.ieties, emerged only because, the 'cup of culture' had been broken
.over there. From then on, in Western Societies, 'autonomous' character
traits have been valued instead of authoritarian and conformist person·ality types. That is what an open-society (or non-traditioncil society} is,
so called by K. R. Ropper.
.Rlesmann prefers to speak in terms of 'tradition-directed', 'inner ~
.directed', and 'other - directed' types of characters, and says: «in western
·history the society that emerged with the Renaissanc·e and Reformation
and that is only ·now vanİshing serves to illustrate the type of society in
:which· inner - direction is the- principle mode of securing conformity. Such
a society is oharacterized by increased personal mobility, by a rapid
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accumulation o( capital (teamed with devastating technological shifts),
and by an almost constant expansion: intensive expansion of goods- and
people, and extensive expansion in exploration, colonization, and imperial ism. The greater choices this society gives- and the greater initiatives
it demands in order to cope with its novel problems- are handled by
character types who can manage to live socially without strict and self evident tradition -'direction. These are the inner - directed types.» 21 Same
·
·
facts in different terms!
1 have said that every society must be traditional by definitio·n, yet
· there are different traditions. Primitive cultures are also traditioanal
with regard to alienation. 1 have to touch upon o problem here. Are they
primitive because of their being custom - bounded? it may be so, as it is
interpreted by many philosophers, but what is tradition? 1 am interested
here, ın a limited sense if possible, with tradition. Because I am speaking
in tenns of al ienation and personality, 1 have regard tor only one aspect
of tradition; that is, 'behavior of personality as is governed by tradition'
to which the individual belongs. Hagen says: «A society is traditional if
ways of behavior in it continue to with little change from generation to
generation. Where traditionalism is present, certain other characteristics
"are also found. Behavior is governed by custom, not Jaw. The social
structure is hierarchial. The individuals position in society is normaıııy
inherited rather than achived. And, at least in the traditional state so far
in the world's history, economic productivity is low. A traditional society,
in short, tends to be custom - bounded, hierarchical, ascriptive, and
unproductive. lf ways of behavior tended to continue unchanged, the
· society should be termed traditional even if these other characteristics
were not present.>>28
Primitive cultures leave a space for personal freedom . to a cert~ih
·'ct'egree becuse of their cultural conditions, yet they . are . traditional- and
tradition itself is a form of alienation, in a different ·sense also, for it
lim ited
·man's essential nature of freedom and creativity. But I have,
~a!re.ndy; sçıid that in prfrniti°'-'.'e cultures -gathering and hunting cultures,
pnd H corn·pare.d with industrialists, nomads and agriculturists - personal
:·deviation ·f ro"rn custom has been allowed to exist to a certain degree o·f
freedom. Perhaps primitive cultures are much more custom ·çound~cl i!:}
..co.mpqri_son with çı traqition of a developed civiliazation, .and yet deviant

·the
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personçılities

could have been tolerated in primitiv.es. No~ then, let me
illustrate the point-with a quatation from the same work again.

Hagen explains the point: «Traditional societies prevent some types
of deviance from spreading by providing special niches tor deviants. in
probably every peasant society the individual who can not risk of testing
his abilities in a role as fa~her or in the power structure can assume a ·
role as seer, medicine man, shaman, priest, village fool, or learned man.
The learned man and the religious man are often one and same, and the
Jearning sanctioned is in the tradional humanistic wisdom of the society,
not in technological explaration. Thus such individuals serve the society
and cause n6 strain on its structure.»
«The deviant with need autonomy, need achievement, and creative
imagination offers a different problem. The social pressures may not rest
so heavily on him as to deter him, and in spite of them he may explore
the physical envlronment or, aware of information available trom other
societi~s, may avail himself of it. However, it he is produced by the
random appearance ot unusual circumstances within individual families,
he is an isolated individual witnin a tradition·aı community.»
History shows us many civilizations with the sama fate: o creative
minority leads to progressive achievement and to change in social
structure; but as Kroeber has shown in his 'Configurations of Culture
Growth', the typical pattern in history has been tor processes of Culture
Growth- that is civilization through alienation- to appear and to come to
an end. 1 can not_discuss the particuldr conditions of family life and .
education which produces creative (deviant) personalities, but ı will ohly
state that the experiences of early childhood and early life in family
plays a major role tor the construction of personality type. in the family
and later through education, the child is treated according to a tradition
of child - upbringing which depends on the particular situation of society
ıwhether it be a primitive, agriculturist or an industriolist society.
1

What makes the difference between an authoritarian (or tradition directed) and cre·ative (autonomous or deviant) personaJity? A satisfying
answer to this question demands many elaborations; differences of needs,
values, cognitions, ete, but I will only make use of an excerpt which
seems sufficient tor an illumination of my point of view.
·
«The individual with innovational personality views the phenomeno
of world, at least in an area which he values highly, as forming systems
ıwhose operation is orderly and amenable to logicaı analysis. He regards
this as true of both phenomena whose system he already understands,
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and phenomena which at first observatlon run counter to any previously
known system. He also views the wotld as valuing him, though this
perception may be a qualified one only provided that he achieve effectively. H:s high need - succorance, and need to receive assurances of
be;ng valued, than drives him to achieve and is the source of that deep
religious sense of duty to achieve that is so eften present in innovational
.personality. He is also high in need autonomy, achievement, and order;
and since he conceives of all phenomena, no matter how disorderly
superficially, as capable of being understood, these needs cause him
ever to be alert to new disorderly phenomena within his field of interest
in order that he may have the pleasure of authonomously ochieving
discovery of the order that governs them. Moreover because he understands and hence has emphaty with the needs of others, he is high in
need nurturance. Perhaps it is because of this need nurturance that the
scope of an innovational individual's moral values is broad. He is apt to
regard the wellfare of individuals and groups over a wide orea of his
society and perhaps other societies as (almost) equal in importance to
his own. The degree of his regard declines only slightly with respect to
group farther and farther removed from him.
«The authoritarian individual, on the other hand, perceives the phenomena of world as forming a system whose operation is not orderly and
not capable of analysis. Hence he is high in need dependence. He also
perceives the world as not valuing him highly, and sees power as residing
in position rather than resulting from occomplishment. Because of the
rage and need to curb it which these ·perceptions generate in him, he is
high in need submission ..: domincince and low in need succorance-nurturance. He is low in need authonomy and achievement and probably
also in need order, though he may be conceived of as high in need o,rder
but driven to satisfy it by evading recognition of inconsistencies or
discrepancies in his perception of phenomena. He regards the wellfare
· of very few if ·any individuals as (almost) equaı in importonce to his own,
and outside of that limited group the degree of his regard tor the wellfare
of others declines rapidly.» 20

(29)

Ibid., p. 119
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A Little Fable
«'Alas,' said the mouse, 'the world is
growing smaller every doy. At the
beginning it was so big that I was
afraid, 1 kept running and running, and
I· was glad at last when I saw walls far ·
away to the right and left, but these long
walls have narrowed so quickly that I om
in the last chamber already, and there
in the corner stands the trap tt:ıat 1
must run into.' 'You only need to
change your direction,' said the cat and
F. Kafka
····ate it up.»

lndhıiduality

versus Society :

- We have seen that . traditional societ!es produce tradition - directed
(duthoritarian) personalities making its was through traditional upbring:ng
of children. A creative personality is a deviant from normal standards qf
tradition; :he does not resemble those (usually) authoritarian and non creative majority; he does not accept the hierarchical 'status quo' of his
society- and attemts to break the custom: He is a deviant not successfully
trained and brought up by his cuJture; he sees things, in a way, different
from majority. But in no way he can break off custom; he will find a
protected niche . in s.ociety; and being isolated so, he would be not so .
much use for society, but not harmful either. So fa·r as is seen . from my
perspective, every primitive, agriculturist ·and nomadic society had been
traditional, and such a situcıtion was not so muct, useful tor society
either. There is conventialism and conformity, but not a conscientious
morality in those traditions. Certainly, we could find many 'amoral' characters, so to speak, in metropolitan - life while a civilization has beerı
disintegrating: Byzantian corruption, perversion, deterioration, debauchary, Janus-faced hypocracy, and insincere dissimulation: decorum of
civilization .
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On the· o~her hand, autonomous - creatlve characters should be
isolated in traditional societies; those would-be reformists could not be
numereous or successful;. if not, the tradition would not be strong enough.
These traits o'f characters appear, and by necessity in abundance and
oflen, vyhen the 'cup' of tradition is broken! Sorokin notes that theories
of history have, always, appeared in hard times· because of people's
worry:ng about .the situation of society and their future (see Social philosophles of' an Age of Çrisis, P. Sorokin). Naturally it should be so; «these
are the times that try men's souls.»
A complicated culture comes into existence; it growths and becomes
interest-focused in seme values; tends to center in some fields- and
~akes a tradition ~f it. But there are also impressive historical evidences
that persistence of value patterns, ~s 'Lhey being outmoded in time, has
a!so ~een an iınportant element 'in termination of periods of cultural .
growth.' These value-patterns (tradition) is built in personality of the
member of' traditional society, and that person is so brought up that he.
is, in turn, barred from lool<ing at the social structure with a fresh view:
He i_s braln - washed by his culture, so much so that, he is 'deaf, and
dumb, and blind' to those facts which are alien to h:s own culture.
Unusual cınd alien facts, or new sitüations, are out of his comprehension
a? being exterior of the general framework of his cognition which shou'.d
be provtded by his culture. But he hardly knew it. vyhen a tradition had
been lost, that_. cu_ltural frameworl_
< (the cup of culture) had also been
broken; and he has been confused. He is forced to see the light, but his
eyes are dazzling like Plato's 'caveman' when he has ·been ou~ of the
'cave ·of ·tribe.' He can not look at the facts, nor can he conceieve their
real mean1ng for o time; he is forced to search after o new 'truth and
· reality' because of this cultural shocl<. Many generations will pass away
in such a situation: confused perception- and there may be also, ~n
'apperception' of confusion!
History illuminates tor us many periods of cultural shocks, in times
of · dissolutions and disintegrations of civilizations (or when the cup ot
tradition has been broken}. We can see those tragical -and at the same
time, blessed- perıods over and over again in hsitory. Every time lıuman
creativity established a new tradition after a considerab!e tlme. But there
was a great cultural shock, the emergence of industrial ism in t!ıe mocJern
era of Europe which we lıave special interest for its evolution, as it is
seen from our broad perspective, as a new cuıtüral pattern tor a great
·
historical period.
Ccıtholicism

had gone in some countries; and with protestantism,
many different sects of religion have come into existence. As it is a well
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known fact, Protestantism rejects the traditlonal' authority of 'Cathollc'
(ımiversal) church, and · calls for an individuaiistic interpretation of Bible:
so that, we should not be surprised ·when we f ind so many schismatic
sects of Protestantism after a little while. lf a person can depend on his
own interpratation of Bible - without the authority of traditional Church to be sure, it could be a different interpretation from every body else's
understanding of it (Or say, Koran for instance, as it is the same c-ase in
lslam what with the so-called question of 'İctihad').
There were so many religious outlooks, and so many conflicting
worldviews in Europe that they have to pay expensively for this · very
reason of having so many different worldview: Religious wars, class
conflicts, ·and the death of traditional world of Europe. There wos, at
first, Grand lnquisitors for deviants of tradition, but then, there would be
bloody 30 years war (as it is brilliantly shown by F. M. Dostoyevsky in
his «The Brothers Karamazov», those inquisitors could blame even Jesus
Christ himself as a 'heretic' in the name of their dear tradition of Catholicism 'Which is, also, pictured over there as 'representing and speaking' in
the name of 'state, socialism, and civilization'). To illustrate the point in
a terse expression, 1 will quote from Hagen: «Thus no individual becomes
a reformer of his community or society who does not feel both that the
institutions of his community or society threaten him deeply and that
they can be changed by his efforts.» 30 Whence we are coming face to
face with a problem: the role of the individual in history.•.
, · have already said that, in history, 1 believe there is not only caus.ality with a 'loose determinisnı' (as it is stated in «The Role of the
lndividual in History», by G. Plekhanov), but a strict necessity which can
be called 'fate of events', for the ôccurrance o~ events depend on the
conditions whichin they occurred as it is comprehensively explained by
Tolstoy. According to the concept of 'determinism', which is an intuitional
inference from experiences of daily - life, there is o cause to every effect
{as it is understood in spatial sciences one-cause-to-one-effect); but in_
history, there are so many causes functioning together for 'the occurrence
of a particular event' that they necessitate to happen that particular
event; and make it inevitable. So we should not call it as 'determinism',
but 'necessity' (fate). And this is why, E. Boutroux {and many other
philosophers as well) thought that historical events are contingent: we
see the so-called accidents ·and chance-events in history, and the choice
of individual, or his relationship with the events whatsoever it might be:
This is only because, there ore so many causal chains and conditions
(3)

Ibid., p. 156
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tor the oc'currence of any particular event of history that it seems accidental, or can be interpreted as being contingent, since we have a special
framework (constructed by our mentality) far that event; and we are not
interested (or we do not notice} with the so-seemed 'unrelated' events
which only means tlıey are exterior of that special framework. So the
'eve·nt• will appear as conditional or contingent because of the special
r~le of individual acts; or else (whatever it be though), in an appearance
of chance events: and that, only, means they are unrelated with that
framework (wbich is often o fictional one as being constructed by
historians themselves), or what we consider at the given time as our
present-time perspective.
On the other hand, most of the times, Vıte are simply unaware or
ignqrant. of those factors - because they are out of our special framework - as so called chance/ unrelated events: .l\nd indeed, there are so
many of tl1em that they are interminable due to the natura of insufficiency
of our knowledge ıabout historical events (as we simply have 'only a
rriere nothing·· records of events in comparison with t~e real processes
of lı istory). lndividual, in history, has not any kind of freedom (if freedom,
free will or choice means an unrest~icted, independent act without any
interference and condition}; he acts on condition that his inner-condi·
tionals (his cultu-re as built in his personality) and external conditions of
his time and place (situation of his society) permit him to act. He has a
choice (if possible to cali it as 'choice', or 'will' then), but a choice far
too much conditioned by internal and external factors; though he may be
unaware of them, and in his .consciousness, imagines himself as acting
in accordance with his own will (·and it must be so for every living-thing).
ı_
think, 1 have provided a perspective here, in which it can be seen clearly,
that there is not any chance-event in history, nor contingency, but an
inevitable fate (but not determinism, as it means «with the same cause
you can produce the same result»). However, the idea of fate is only
st~engthened by the so-colled 'chance-events'; how many more we conceive of them, we realize that we do not understand them, and being so,
we conceive -of 'fate' as an unknown necessity. it is due to the nature of
our mind that we want to conceive a 'one cause to one effect determinism'
to make the phenomena understandable. There is no such determinism
in fdct, even in spatial sciences, but it does not make much harm so
simplifylng the real facts as long as you stay in the scope of spatial
sciences. in history, there are numereous, in fact endless, causes for
every particular event; so that, -it is necessitated by them. What we cali
accident, chance - event, or individual's free will, is simply coming from
- our ignorance of the endless details of history (see Epilogue of War and
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Peace, L. Tolstoy). Historical thought is the thought-in-time, and because
of its nature, we will, always, be forced to conceive it cıs 'fate' wheth~r
we like or do not like it.
Consequently, neither Reformation (remember religious perversions
of Christianity and the long struggle of Europeans related with that
religion), nor any other development, was the only öne cause of fervent
creativity of the so-called 'non-traditional' Western Culture. 1 have men~
ti_
oned the religious disintegration of 'Holy Roman Empire' (or rdther
having different traditions and worldviews in a culture, divided internally
and externally). only to show a major break llose from the traditional
1worldview of 'Middle Ages'.
Not only some minorities, but the whofe
Europe had been restless and full of new ideas then.
· · So comes out alienation from another alienation, at first simply o
splitting up to two parts, then such a complicated result of unlimited and
interminable causation chains. Alienated creation is similar to 'emanation'
theory of Plotinus as 'coming from oneness to multiplicity', or rather it is
alike to 'Logos' of Philon which is the principle of creation: it begets
many others tlıroygh splitting up to divisions. Though 'Persona', as a
raindrop, has its own weight as a cause of the endless flux of unfathomed
sea of history, it is only one drop of water to occumulate the sea, but the
sea, in turn, produces many of them as vaporization.
Is it necessary at ali, to repeat the so-called progressive developın.ents which happened in the era of industrialism? What we should note,
lıowever, is that that age of industrialism was different in every aspect
fronı. all previous traditional ages and societies. First of ali tlıere was tlıe
diversity (those divisions and sub-divisions) of religious outlooks which
·p~ovided different perspectives; and in due to the proceeding time, they
have acquired to live side by side within the same society (if pos~ible tp
call any society whiclı is only an aggregation of individuals, as a'society'
then): hence, saved the individual from being narrow-minded and custombqunded. This was the . age of reason and individuql. Ar.ıd in spite of logic,
there mlght be an 'another logical truth' for every individual's reasoning.
So. many men, so many minds.
· To use the · Toynbee's simile, history may resemble 'a kaleidoscopic
panorama in which the colours and patterns change' when you change
your focus of interest in your perspective. ·You may cali those societies as
'open - societies' (as K. R. Ropper did), or 'non - trnditional' (and therefore,
non authoritarian) societies, because there is the so-called 'democracy'
(in fact, it is only a parliamentarism and always an oligarchy, as Vilfredo
Pareto . tıas stıow.n), qs a conformism and in accordance with economical
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and technical aspects of indust~ialist-tradition, within this period. And you
rnay also note tl1at those ideas of liberty,. justice, equality, secularism ete,
are cıll. peculiai-. to this era (also being peculiar to the 'merchant-woldview',.
as. bourgeois gained . the ground after a long struggle with dominant
pov~ep~ of. ariştocracy and. _church)._
\.

On the other hand, it is true that the qualities ot creativity, individuality; and originality veı·sus 'mirnesis', traditionalism (conservatism}, and ·
conformity, lıave been valued and rewarded in this cultural pattern of
ihdustrialism. And it is also true that Europeans have acquired many
scientific and technological sl<ills in this period of- history; conseqüently,
they were better arıııed ·than other traclitional societies of the world, so
muclı so that, the world is forced to accept this phase of 'European
Culture' as the most advanced and ideal civilization under the shade of
E'uropeon arms. But appro~imate.ly from the Atomic Bomb to this doy, a
new ercı !ıave begun in Arnerica and Japon which we cali post-industrialism.
This new period of history is called 'post-industrialism' . after the
fashion o·r- 'inclustrialism', because we do not l<now yet, to which what
name must be attributed as the rnost significqnt feature. it is so new, yet
it seems a major change hcıs been happened in the arc of time; so that,
post-·industrialist societies are, now, searching for a new integration of
values. industrialism ·has Jost its attraction and become outmoded
bEicause of a superior technology and conditions of a new cultural
oattern·: today, we question all of the ideals of industrialist culture.

,...

Is progress real? Whcıt about the irrepairable damage done to ·the
.natLH'cıl ·balance of the world wlıich may soon become uninhabitoble? ·(we
already have a super~technology whose principles seems cliffer~mt
from the teclınolog·ies of industrialist era, ·f rom the 'mechanization of the ·
world'; cı'ı1c! .we sho uld pay more attention to our tecnological means; and
industialist technology slıould be changed to o superior technology as
harmless cıs possible to nature and society). -And what about freedom?
What is . equality? Is justice possible without ethical
Freedom from what?
. ..
considerations? lf you say, a secular ethic is .Possible, and our justice,
alreacly, depends on this ethic, let me ask some more questions about
that justice.
.

.

The justice depends on this secular ethic, and t!he laws of this justice
is ·made through a goverment which is chosen by the will of majority (we
speak . about derr:ıocrasie~. because it is the ideal form ot goverıilent of
the
that the
goverment' will make those
..
. industrialist era: we will assume
. ..
..
.
ruıes in accordance ıNith the _wi_
ll pf maı.o.rity and work for the wellfare of
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·people; even though we have learned from history that at 'best, it aıcts
at random if not tor the interests of upper classes, for this is the case in
most of the times). What could demand a secular ethic from us? it can
only demand that the sooiety (that is, majority) must be protected from
individual evil-doers? (that is, it is a new from of alienation, a traditlon
of parliamentarism whioh, of course, is forced to limit individual freedom).
But what is evil? Is the will of majority right and good always? lf the fow
protect the contorm and interests of majority versus individual (or minority), who w ill protect the individual from the tyrannical will and judgment of majority of the society which can inflict the most cruel punishments to the individual? As Osoar Wilde said, «but democracy means
s(mply the bludgeoning of the people by the people for the people.» The
truth is that, there is not, and can not be, any seoular ethic; and without
ethical considerations, there is not, and can not be, any justice. Our
justice based on sharing interests; as Jeremy Bentham put it, «the
greatest happiness of the greatest number,» who would enjoy t he
utilities of security, equality, subsistence, and abundance- what happens
in fact, is the vice-versa!
How can we share interests anyway? How then, equally? No, it is
not possible either. 1 do not know any democraoy (capitalist or socialist),
nor any civilization in all history, in which an equal sharing of interests
and rights could -become possible or applicable. As it is clearly seen from
my perspective, it could not be possible with the ratio of ·alienation of o
ciyilized 'status quo'.
Unsatisfied with democracy, A. J. Toynbee finds many serious flaıws
- e. g. insincerity - in this regime and prefers Meritocracy.31 Alvin Toffler
speaks of 'ad hoc-racy'. Thoreau stated the question as: «the progress
from an absolute to o limited monarchy, from a limited monarchy to a
de.mocrt:ıcy, is a progress toward a true respect tor the individual. Even
the Chinese philosopher was· wise enough to regard the individual as the
basis of the empire. Is a democracy, such as we know it, the last lmprovement _possible in goverment? Is it not possible to take. a step further
towards recognizing and organizing the rights of man?» 32
We have to remember Parkinson's Law too. Is the satire unjust, that
«The British, 'being brought up on team games, enter their House of Com.;
mons in the spirit' of those who would rather be doing something else. lf
they cannot be playing golf or tennis, can at least pretend that politics
(31)
(32)

A. J. Toynbee and D. Ikeda, Toynbee-Ikeda Dialogue, Tokyo, 1976, p. 220
H. D. Thoreau, "On the Duty of Civil Disobedience" , Walden and Civll
Disobedience, Signet Classics, n. p., 1960, p. 240
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is a game with very similar rules. But for this device, Parliament wou!d
arouse even less interest than it does. So the British instinct is to form
two opposing teams, with referee and linesmen, and let them debate until
they exhaust themselves. The House of Commons is so arranged that the
individual Member is practically compelled to take one side or tlıe other
before he knows what the arguments are, or even (in some cases) before
he knows the subject of the dispute. His training from birth has been to
play for his side, and this saves him from any undue mentol effort. Sliding
into a seat toward the end ofa speecıh, he knows exactly how to take up
the argument from the point it has reached. lf the speaker is on his own
side of the House. he will say "Hear, hear!" lf he is on the opposite side,
he can safely say "Shame!" or merely "Oh!" ıAt some later stage he may
have time to ask his neighbor what the debate is supposed to be about.
Strictly speaking, however, there is no need for him to do this.» 33
And only dictatorship can solve the Gordion - knot of a democracy!
Are we destined not to solve the riddle of goverment? These questions
are often asked now, tor we have come to a very different · phase of
history. Those bourgeois ideas were idols of industrialist tradition. They
were paradigmas of industrialism which have been outmoded - like industrialist cultural pattern itself - in this post-industrial period of history.

(33)

C. N. Parldnson, Parkinson's Law, Bostan, 1957, p. 14
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«The Tao does nothing and yet there is
nothing left undone.» .
Lao Tse
«Worlds on worlds are rolling ever
From creation to decay
.Like the bubbles on a river
Sparkling, bursting, borne away.»
. .lsaac Watts
«Nature's first green is gold
Her hardest hue . to holdHer early leaf is a f lower
But only so an hour
Then leaf subsides to leaf
So Eden sanık to grief
So dawn goes down to day
Nothing gold can stay»
Robert Frost

Conclusions :
Philosophy of history is the broadest subject of contemplation;
consequentiy, 1 could not illuminate all of the aspects o·f it in this
article. This is why I have chosen to illustrate only most important and
bcısic aspect of the subject: the ever-increasing alienation process, as it
is seen from a large perspective of cultural patterns. As a conclusion
1 want to speak on tlıe question of de-alienation. As J hava indicated,
Manl<ind began to search for it in this latest period of history. And as it
is a well-known fact, Marxian utopia of 'de-alienation' was a communistical society in which, through the use of communistical proprietorship,
alienation would be overcome. But it should be noted that as long as
there is proprietorship, there is the unavoidable evil of alienation: State ·
property or individual proprıetorsnıp, it does not make any dffference tor
the alienated labour. in every civilized stafe . ·of society; class division is
-=. 190 ·:..:.

.olso . iiıevitdble: it 'is sö by definition of alienation dnd· ·civilization. · ın
primitive cultures, almost everybody earns everything which is needed:
as a result, tlıere is no alienation of labour (but there are some other
forms of alienation). in a complicated culture, as a civilization is, we
cou!d find every kind of alienation in tlıeir most dreadful forms.
As Leo Tolstoy had truely argued once, the alienation of labour is
an evil from the viewpoint of ethical considerations also. As ·ıong as there
is the alienation of labour, there will never be equality and justice. üne
need only remember Henry George's single-tax system of economy as a
reasonable and practical solution of land-property problem; at least it is
a rnore acceptable system: We are not forced to be either capitalist or
communist.a-1 ' Kerens·ky Goverment was too !ate to mcıke the
'single - tax system' constituional - perhaps through the influence
of Tolstoy - and communist revolution (state property) have on:y
worsened the position of rnuzjiks. As Tolstoy advised (and applied
hlrnself), there can be only one way for de-alienation of labour: everybody
should be capable of every deed which is needed, as it is the case in
primit;ve cultures. Every person rnust live as 'independent of the
labours of other men' and must work to make his own 'objects and needs'
IJıJhatever they may be. So that, through self-articulation at least, one rnay
be contented with those 'as simple and modest as possible' needs,
ıwithout in need of tlıe productions of alienated-and-bought labours of
other men.
To be sure, sir, it means the death of civilization, but why should we
make an idol of civilization, after having seen its dreadful face from. this
perspective? According to K. Boulding, we are now living in a transitiory
phase of post-industrialism which leads us to a ·period of «Post-civilization»; and that does not necessarily mean bad human conditions or
primitive technologies35 • 1 will prefer to say that history leads
us . to search for a new meaning and integration of values:
after the failing of so many traditions and the so-called 'non-traditional-dernocratic-industrialist' tradition, we have, just in the second
part of 20th~century, begun to search tor a better understanding-level of
'human conditions'. We are trying to realize a 'de-alienation' process.
ı th:nk, it seems already possible thanks to the present-copacity of our
knowledge and technological skills, on condition that, Mankind would
not cornmit to a suicide before then altog~ther. Unfortunately, industrialism has made it possible to change the ecological balance of the world,
(34)
(35)

Passim., H. George, Progress and Poverty, San Francisco,. 18.79...
Passim., K. Boulding, The Meaning of tlıe 20. th Century: The
Transition, New York, 1965
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so . much· so that, i~ may soon b~come an ~mpty . planet - uninhabitablel
And there is the possibility of a nuclear suicide in any time because of
the struggle between those traditional and the so-called 'non-traditional
and democratic' and communist societies. According to their present
worldview, wl1at is important, 'de facto', . is only their present-time
interests: hence, they are 'deaf, and dumb, and blind' for the fate and
fature of mqnkind - 'so they s-hall not return ... ' «:By the time! Surely man
is in the way of loss ... »36

(36)

Koran, C. III, 1 - 2
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Makalenin gırış bölümünde, tarihin konusunun, sadece geçmiş devirlerde
cereyan· eden hadiselerin kaydedilmesi şeklinde anlaşılamayacağı, bilakis, hadiselerin t"efsir edilmesi ve bugün bize bu malumatın ne şelcllde faydalı olabileceği
nin düşünülmesi gerektiği ifade edilmel{tedir. Böyle bir anlayışa varabilmek için
de, sosyal ilimlerin bir bütün olaral{, «geisteswissenschaft~n» 'TARİHİ ilimler'
olarak, bütünleştirilmesi gerektiğine işaret edilmektedir.
Daha sonraki bölümde, ilim metodolojisi, epistemolojik açıdan yorumlana.rak, tarihi ilimlerde maddi ilimlere (tabiat ilimlerine) mahsus olan normal mantıki çıkarımların fazla verimli olmadığı ve sezginin, bu mevzuun kompleks karakterine daha müsait olduğu ifade edHerek; bize herhangi bir anlayış temin
eden asıl unsu~ olarak 'perspektifin' ehemmiyeti belirtilmektedir. Bu durumda, tarihe tatbik edilebilecek yeni ve daha ziyade antropolojik ve sosyolojik anlayışın hakim olduğu, bir perspelüif olaral{; insanlığın farihi: Toplayıcılık, Avcılı!{, Ziraatçilik, Çobanlık (göçebelik), Sanayicilik - ve nihayet günümüzde en
ileri ülkelerde ortaya çıl{an Sanayi-ötesi periodları (kültürel patternler) olarak gösterilmektedir. Üçüncü bölümde (patterns of cuıtures) , antropologların
iptidai kültürlerde gördükleri kültürel - pattern vasıfları münakaşa edilmekte;
ve buradan da medeniyetin nasıl başladığı bahsine intikal edilmektedir. Medeniyet (civ111za.t ion and alienation from nature bölümü), 'insanın tabiatta·ki tabii
üretlm processlerini kontrol altına alabilmesi - ister bitıki ister hayvan ehlileş
tirmek suretiyle, günlü!{ ihtiyacın ötesinde, yiyecek problemini halletmek - ve
bu suretle ortaya çıkan artık üretimin toplumda medeni faaliyetleri yürütecek
diğer sınıfların ortaya çıkabilmesini, mümkün kılması olarak tarif edilen, daha
kompleks ve yüksek bir kültürdür' hükmü verilmektedir. Ancak bu tariften, medeniyetin, üretici olmayan sınıfların ötekilerin sırtından geçinmesine yolaçması
ve bunun kaçınılmaz bir zaruret olması sebebiyle, sosyal adaletsizliğe ve tabiattan yabancılaşma ve sosyal alienation gibi bir çok kötülüğe yol açtığı neticesi çıkmaktadır.

..

de, insanlarca suni olarak meydana getirilmiş
hasebiyle), birer alienation formu olduklarının münakaşa edildiği, Alienation ve Tradition bahsinde. sanayi toplumu ortaya çıkıncaya kadar ki - yukardaki perspektifte gösterilen - bütün kültürel patternlerin bizzarure gelenekçi oldukları; ve böyle gelenekçi toplumlarda Authoritarian sosyal - karakterin yetiştiği ifade edilmekte; ve bu sosyal karakterin tahlili yapılmaktadır : Industrialist kültürün ise Autonomous sosyal karakteri getir- ·
diği anlatılmıştır. Nihayet, ferdiyet ve cemiyet bahsinde, modern Avrupa tarihinde yaşanan bir bü:yUk kültürel - şok olan reformation, ve sanayi toplumunun
kültürel değerleri tahııı edilmelctedir. 20. yüzyılın ikinci yarısında ortaAslında

olmak

..

kültür ve

geleneğin

bakımından (yaratılmış olmaları
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ya çıkan süper teknoloji toplumlarında ise, sanayi teknoiojisi ve kültürünü,n aşıl
dığı; bu bakımdan insanlığın yenl arayışların içind.e bulunduğu; binnetice, sanayi cemiyetine mahsus Ic.ültürel değerlerin de sanayi - ötesi cemiyetlerde artık:
demode olduğu ifade edilmektedir. Vaktiyle en üstün medeni merhale olması sebebiyle bize münakaşa edilemez kesin gerçekler gibi görünen, sanayi cemiyetine mahsus, bazı değerlerin dayandiğı temellerin ne kadar çürülc. olduğunu ifade
eden bazı argümanlardan sonra netice kısmına gelinmektedir.
Neticeler bahsinde insanlığın bir de-alienation prosesini gerçekleştirme
içinde bulunduğu ve fakat bu bakımdan sosyalist ütopyaların yetersizliği ifade edilmektedir. Burada verilen hükme göre. bugünkü malumat seviyemizle, sosyal allenationdan kurtulma.yı başarabileceğimiz söylenmekte; ancak bu
husus, sanayileşmenin getirdiği, çevre kirliliği, ekolojik dengenin bozulması
veya nükleer bir harp gibi ihtimallerin gerçekleşmemesi - yani beşeriyetin top··
la intihar cinnetinden lmrtulma yolunu bulabilmesi - şartına bağlanmaktadır.
arayışı
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